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REDESIGNED FOOT PEDAL WITH NEW SPOT-LOCK BUTTON

Low-profile and loaded with control features,  
including a new Spot-Lock button for fast,  
hands-free access to hold on a spot.  
Includes 18’ cord.

SPECIFICATIONS

THRUST LEVELS
55 lbs,  80 lbs,  112 lbs

CONTROL
Terrova Foot Pedal 
i-Pilot / i-Pilot Link Remote*

Smartphone via i-Pilot/Link phone app*

SHAFT LENGTH
45”,   54”,   60”,   72”

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Digital Maximizer
AutoPilot  (select models)

Push-to-Test Battery Meter
Indestructible Composite Shaft
Cool, Quiet Power
Weedless Wedge 2 Prop
2-Year Warranty

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED. 
How can you possibly improve a motor with up to 112 pounds of thrust 
and i-Pilot or i-Pilot Link compatibility? By making it easier than ever to 
stow it with an innovative Lift-Assist mechanism. Now you get brains, 
brawn, and effortless control of it all. Hey, we like a challenge.

 NEW
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TERROVA®

*available on i-Pilot / i-Pilot Link models only

LIFT-ASSIST
A new Lift-Assist mechanism on the redesigned Terrova carries 
the weight of the motor for you to make stowing easier -  
so you can save your strength to reel in the big ones.

REDESIGNED STOW/DEPLOY LEVER
Terrova’s Stow/Deploy lever has been redesigned to 
allow for one-step stow or deploy - making it even 
easier to use. Just push down with your hand or foot 
when you’re ready to move. 

QUIETER STEERING MOTOR
New Terrova has a completely new motor design - 
engineered to run quieter than ever before.  
So fish won’t be spooked, but you might be.

NEW i-PILOT OR i-PILOT LINK WITH NEW PHONE APP*

Boat positioning becomes automatic with the redesigned, GPS-powered  
i-Pilot or i-Pilot Link system. i-Pilot lets you set Spot-Locks, record paths,  
control speed and steering, and more. Link does all that plus the ability  
to control your motor from your Humminbird, follow depth contours,  
and automatically navigate to your favorite spots. Both systems  
feature reinvented Spot-Lock - the most accurate electronic 
GPS anchor ever - and have redesigned remotes with larger 
screens, more options, and Bluetooth technology,  
so you can connect to your smartphone for  
quick control of basic functions and  
easy software updates.


